Current models of attention, typically claim that vision and audition are limited by a common attentional resource which means that visual performance should be adversely affected by a concurrent auditory task and vice versa. Here, we test this implication by measuring auditory (pitch) and visual (contrast) thresholds in conjunction with cross-modal secondary tasks and find that no such interference occurs. Visual contrast discrimination thresholds were unaffected by a concurrent chord or pitch discrimination, and pitchdiscrimination thresholds were virtually unaffected by a concurrent visual search or contrast discrimination task. However, if the dual tasks were presented within the same modality, thresholds were raised by a factor of between two (for visual discrimination) and four (for auditory discrimination). These results suggest that at least for low-level tasks such as discriminations of pitch and contrast, each sensory modality is under separate attentional control, rather than being limited by a supramodal attentional resource. This has implications for current theories of attention as well as for the use of multi-sensory media for efficient informational transmission.
INTRODUCTION
Since our environment provides many competing inputs to our sensory systems, filtering out irrelevant information plays a very important function in ensuring that neural resources are not needlessly expended. One means of doing this is to use endogenous attention, the term given to our ability to select voluntarily certain stimuli from the array of input stimuli (Desimone & Duncan 1995) . Once attentional selection has taken place, performance on tasks employing the selected stimuli generally improves, as limited cognitive resources are allocated to the selected location or object to enhance its neural representation. This is true for both the tasks that may be considered to be 'high-level' (see Pashler 1998 for review) as well as for 'low-level' sensory tasks such as basic perceptual thresholds (Lee et al. 1999; Morrone et al. 2002) . One of the consequences of limited cognitive resources is that, the optimal level of performance on a given task is reduced, when it is done in parallel with a second task, as limited resources must be divided. This paper examines the cost of dividing the attention across two modalities-vision and audition-and compares this with dividing attention across two similar tasks in the same modality.
Many of the psychophysical studies have reported cross-modal attentional effects. In one example showing cross-modal facilitation, pre-cuing observers to the location of an auditory stimulus will also increase the speed of response to a visual target and vice-versa (Driver & Spence 2004) . Similarly, pre-cuing observers to features or attributes within a spatial location can also effectively prime performance in the non-cued modality, as shown for direction of auditory or visual motion (Beer & Roder 2005) . Another example of cross-modal facilitation is that attentionally selecting (i.e. shadowing) a voice in one location while ignoring one in another location is improved by watching a video of moving lips in the shadowed location (Driver & Spence 1994) . Performance on such a task can be made worse (cross-modal interference) by viewing a video of the distractor stream (Spence et al. 2000) . Together with earlier cognitive studies demonstrating a cost for dividing attention between sensory modalities (Taylor et al. 1967; Tulving & Lindsay 1967; Long 1975; Massaro & Warner 1977) , there is considerable evidence suggesting that attentional processes in audition and vision are closely linked.
However, several examples from the older cognitive and 'human factors' literature show substantial independence between visual and auditory attentional resources (Brown & Hopkins 1967; Swets & Kristofferson 1970; Allport et al. 1972; Triesman & Davies 1973; Shiffrin & Grantham 1974; Egeth & Sager 1977; Wickens 1980) , and some more recent studies also point in this direction (Bonnel & Hafter 1998; Ferlazzo et al. 2002; Larsen et al. 2003) . Triesman & Davies (1973) showed that two series of stimuli presented to separate modalities are processed with greater speed and accuracy than the two series presented to the same modality, indicating a degree of independence in unimodal attentional resources. However, this literature is not unequivocal. For example, an attempt to replicate Triesman and Davies' study led to an alternative account that the original study was methodologically confounded and the results are probably due to lack of eye movement control (Wickens & Liu 1988 ).
In another recent study arguing against cross-modal links in attention (Duncan et al. 1997) , it was shown that the 'attentional blink' (the momentary reduction in performance on a second task when it rapidly follows a first task) is modality-specific, occurring in vision and in audition, but with very little transfer between vision and audition. However, this result has been challenged by subsequent researchers who have reported significant cross-modal effects with the attentional blink (Arnell & Jolicoeur 1999; Jolicoeur 1999) . A possible explanation for the conflict may be that there is a cost in switching between task-sets or spatial location in order to carry out the two tasks (Potter et al. 1998) . Indeed, a recent study that carefully controlled spatial allocation of attention and matched the responses required in task one and task two (Soto-Faraco & Spence 2002) failed to find evidence of a cross-modal attentional blink (see also Arnell & Jenkins 2004 ).
The neurophysiological literature on possible crossmodal links in attention, like the cognitive and psychophysical literature, provides evidence for both multi-sensory attentional processes and for unimodal processes. In support of a unitary attentional system, attentional interactions between different sensory modalities in humans can be seen in various reports. In visual evoked potential (VEP) studies, potentials are enhanced when subjects attend to visual stimuli (as expected) but also (to a lesser extent) when attending to auditory stimuli (Hillyard & Munte 1984; Eimer & Schroger 1998) . More recent imaging studies have demonstrated interactions between senses not only in higher multi-modal areas (Calvert et al. 2000) but also fairly in early visual areas such as the lingual gyrus (Macaluso et al. 2000; Macaluso et al. 2002) where non-visual attention can still elevate activity to some extent in visual occipital areas. Against this, however, a variety of neural evidence suggests that attention can act unimodally at early levels, including the primary cortices. Neuroimaging and single-unit electrophysiology point to attentional modulation of both V1 (Motter 1993; Luck et al. 1997; Brefczynski & DeYoe 1999; Gandhi et al. 1999; Somers et al. 1999) and A1 (Woodruff et al. 1996; Grady et al. 1997; Jancke et al. 1999) . For reviews of imaging studies on attention see: Posner & Gilbert (1999) , Kanwisher & Wojciulik (2000) and Corbetta & Shulman (2002) .
We decided to study cross-modal attention by measuring basic visual and auditory thresholds (contrast and pitch discrimination) with a dual-task technique in an attempt to clarify whether attentional resources are independent or not at the very early stages of cortical processes where contrast and pitch discrimination are thought to be processed (V1 and A1, respectively, Recanzone et al. 1993; Zenger-Landolt & Heeger 2003) . Our approach was to measure performance on contrast and on pitch discrimination tested alone, and then compare it with performance obtained while concurrently doing a secondary distractor task that was either intra-modal or crossmodal (visual or auditory). In both modalities, performance on the primary threshold task suffered greatly when the distractor task was intra-modal, but remained unaffected by distractors that were cross-modal. Strong within-modal interference, but no cross-modal interference, provides good evidence that for basic sensory processes such as contrast and pitch discrimination, each modality has access to its own attentional resources.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Each of the discrimination thresholds for basic visual and auditory attributes were measured separately (alone), and then again in conjunction with a simultaneous secondary task that could be visual or auditory. The primary visual task was to make a forced-choice discrimination between which of two lateralized grating patches was higher in contrast, and the primary auditory task to discriminate which of two lateralized tones was higher in pitch. The secondary (distractor) task for the visual modality was to detect whether one element in a brief central array of dots was brighter than the others, and the secondary task in audition was to detect whether a brief triad of tones formed a major or a minor chord. The subjects were asked to treat each task as being equally important. For both modalities, the secondary task was designed to minimize 'masking' and other direct interference. In other words, the secondary tasks were always central, while the bilateral primary tasks were slightly peripheral, exciting different areas of V1 and the frequencies for the auditory tasks differed by an octave, to ensure that they excited different auditory frequency channels, and therefore different areas of A1. Before data collection began, all subjects practised the primary and secondary tasks in each modality daily until perceptual learning was complete and their performance had asymptoted.
Three observers (one author and two naive students) viewed a Sony Trinitron screen (40!308, 1024!768 pixels, 100 Hz, 30 Cd m
K2
) from a distance of 57 cm. The video monitor was flanked by two high-quality speakers (Yamaha MSP5) separated by 64 cm and flanking the sides of the monitor. Stimuli for the primary tasks (both visual and auditory) were centred at 88 on either side of the central fixation (calibrating auditory localization individually for each subject) and followed the same temporal profile. The auditory stimuli were digitized at the rate of 65 kHz and 0.01 0.1 1 0.5
0.01 0.1 1 proportion correct contrast increment frequency increment Figure 1 . Examples of psychometric functions for one naive observer (RA) for (a) visual contrast and (b) auditory frequency discriminations. The red symbols show the thresholds for the primary task alone, the blue symbols when performed together with the secondary task in the same modality and the green symbols when performed with the secondary task in the other modality. Chance performance was 50% (lower dashed line). The curves are best fitting cumulative Gaussians, from which thresholds were calculated (taken as the 75% correct point, indicated by the vertical dashed lines). The secondary task in the same modality clearly impeded performance, shifting the psychometric functions towards higher contrasts and frequencies, without greatly affecting their slope or general form. In this experiment, the secondary tasks were adjusted in difficulty to produce 92% correct performance when presented alone
presented at 75 dB intensity. The primary auditory stimuli were 100 ms tone pips (with 10 ms raised cosine ramps), alternated between left and right positions at 100 ms intervals, twice in each position (e.g. LRLR). One stimulus (randomly left or right) was set at 600 Hz, the other at 600C Df Hz, and subjects had to identify on which side the higher tone occurred. The primary visual stimuli were vertical sinewave gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.75 c degree
K1
, also centred at G88 and vignetted within a circular Gaussian 2.58 wide (full-width at half-height). They were also alternated between left and right positions (twice in each), 100 ms on (with raised cosine ramps of 28 ms) and 100 ms off. The contrast of one grating was 30%, and the other was 30CDC%. Df and DC were both varied in an adaptive staircase using the QUEST routine (Watson & Pelli 1983 ) to home-in on the threshold level of DC and (in separate blocks) Df. Each session comprised two interleaved QUEST routines of 25 trials each, with 3-5 sessions conducted for each condition. The data from the 6-10 QUEST routines were pooled into a global dataset and a cumulative Gaussian function was fitted, with thresholds calculated as the 75% correct point.
Stimuli for the secondary tasks were presented to the centre of the screen and had a fixed level of difficulty. For the auditory distractor task, subjects were required to identify a 3-tone chord triad as major (1100C1308C1648 Hz) or minor (1100C1386C1648 Hz), ramped on and off within a Gaussian of full-width half-height of 435 ms. The amplitude of the middle tone (which identifies whether the chord is a major or a minor) was set previously to a determined value that yielded a known level of performance. In this prior 'calibration' experiment, the intensity of the middle tone was varied using QUEST to find the level that gave 75% performance for discriminating major from minor chords. All the data were pooled and a cumulative Gaussian was fitted. From the fit, an intensity value one standard deviation above the threshold (i.e. 92% correct) was selected. On all dual-task trials, distractor difficulty remained fixed at this level. For the visual distractor task, subjects had to determine whether an array of 20 bright dots (32% contrast, 0.48 diameter) contained one brighter dot (randomly present or absent with equal probability over trials). The dots were randomly positioned within a circular window of 4.58 in Figure 3 . Effect of difficulty of secondary task, averaged across subjects. Stimulus detectability varied from d 0 Z0.5 to 3, calculated individually from the psychometric functions for the secondary task performed alone (d 0 Z1 implies 75% threshold). Clearly task difficulty has little effect, either on the within modality or between modality dual tasks. NR refers to the control condition where the secondary stimulus was displayed, but subjects were not required to respond to it. diameter and ramped in time by a Gaussian profile with a full band-width of 260 ms. Again, a prior 'calibration' experiment was run for each subject to determine the brightness increment of the odd-man-out dot that corresponded to a performance level of one standard deviation above the threshold. Thus, both secondary tasks were always presented at a constant difficulty level corresponding to 92% correct, or a d-prime value of 2. Subjects responded first to the secondary task and then to the primary task, and to ensure that the subject attended to the distractor task, the response to the primary task was recorded only if the secondary response was correct.
3. RESULTS Figure 1 shows examples of psychometric functions from one observer for the primary visual task (contrast discrimination, figure 1a ) and the primary auditory task (frequency discrimination, figure 1b) . In each of the panels, red symbols represent performance for the primary when measured alone, while the two other curves show performance when measured together with the secondary task of the same modality (blue symbols) or different modality (green symbols). The secondary task in the same modality shifts the psychometric functions markedly to the right, reflecting a marked increase in the contrast (or frequency) increment required to perform the primary task. For all subjects, increment thresholds were at least twofold larger for intra-modal distractors, and as much as fivefold. On the other hand, when the distractor task was in the other modality (green symbols), psychometric functions remained very similar to the single-task results. Importantly, the psychometric functions remained orderly and of similar slope during the dual tasks, implying a real change in the threshold limit. A marked change in slope or noisiness could have suggested that the subjects were 'multiplexing' and attempting to alternate between tasks from trial-to-trial, compromising their performance on the primary task. Figure 2 summarizes the primary thresholds in the dual-task conditions for three observers. The dual-task thresholds are shown as multiples of the primary thresholds measured in the single-task conditions (red curves in figure 1 ), so that a value of 1.0 (dashed line) would indicate no change at all. In all cases, secondary tasks in the same modality raised primary thresholds considerably, while the cross-modal secondary tasks had virtually no effect. The average increase in primary threshold produced by intra-modal distractors was a factor of 2.6 for vision and a factor of 4.2 for audition, while the average threshold increase produced by cross-modal distractors was just 1.1 for vision and 1.2 for audition.
The final cluster of columns in figure 2 shows the data averaged over observers. Since the large effects of intramodal distractors is clear, we analysed statistical significance only for the two cross-modal conditions (the two middle columns) with a bootstrap procedure (Efron & Tibshirani 1993) , re-sampling individual subjects' data and refitting psychometric functions (5000 trials). Although it is a small effect in comparison to that of the within modality distractor (factor of 1.2 versus 4.2), the mean increase in the primary auditory threshold produced by the cross-modal (visual) distractor was found to be statistically significant ( pZ0.002). Using the same analysis, the mean increase in the primary visual threshold produced by the cross-modal (auditory) distractor (1.1) was not found to be significantly greater than 1.0 ( pO0.05).
For the results described above, the primary and secondary tasks were spatially separated to minimize potential masking and general confusion. However, as evidence suggests that cross-modal interactions may be location-specific (Driver & Spence 2004 ), we created a version of the experiment in which the tasks were spatially co-located. We used the same two primary tasks described above (contrast discrimination and frequency discrimination) and presented them simultaneously in time and co-located in space (again, horizontally G88 from fixation). Subjects, therefore, gave two responses, one indicating which side had the higher frequency and the other indicating which side had the higher contrast. This experiment was designed to test whether crossmodal interference between the two primary tasks would arise because of the stimuli being spatially (and temporally) overlapping. The diagonally hatched bars in figure 2 report the results and show that performing two spatially coincident cross-modal tasks did not produce an increase in threshold relative to the level measured in each of the modalities alone. Indeed, there is a tendency for these values to be slightly less than 1.0. This difference was not statistically significant ( pO0.05 in both cases) and any tendency for these values to be less than 1.0 is probably due to the fact that subjects completed this experiment after the first one and had most likely slightly improved in their unimodal discrimination acuity through learning.
As a further control (using exactly the same design as in our first experiment), we varied the attentional load in the dual-task conditions by adjusting the difficulty of the secondary task. This was to test the possibility that the lack of cross-modal effects may have been due to the secondary task not being difficult enough to reduce primary task performance. From the psychometric data that was collected prior to these experiments to calibrate the difficulty of the secondary task, we chose intensity levels (for the middle tone of the chord triad) and luminance increments (for the odd-man-out dot discrimination task) that corresponded to performance ranging from d 0 Z1.5 (85% correct) to d 0 Z3 (98% correct). Figure 3 shows that over this range, task difficulty had very little effect on the primary task thresholds: at all levels of difficulty, the intramodal secondary task increased thresholds by factors of 2 to 4, while the cross-modal secondary task had virtually no effect (normalized values very close to 1.0).
Finally, we repeated our first experiment with the secondary stimulus present, but subjects were asked to ignore it. The data for this 'no response' condition are indicated by NR in figure 3 and show that the mere presence of the task-irrelevant distractor stimuli did not affect primary task thresholds at all. In other words, the distractor stimulus did not mask the primary stimulus, but required active attention for it to have any effect.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study clearly show that basic auditory and visual discriminations of the type studied here are not limited by a common central resource. Concurrent tasks in the same modality increased thresholds substantially, as previously observed in visual contrast discriminations (Lee et al. 1999; Morrone et al. 2002) , and observed here for the first time for auditory frequency discriminations. However, a concurrent task in a different modality had virtually no effect on either visual or auditory thresholds, regardless of whether the tasks were spatially superimposed or separated, and irrespective of task load. Concurrently displaying the primary and secondary stimuli, without requiring subjects to perform the secondary task, had no effect at all.
Several recent studies have explored interactions between visual and auditory attentional resources (Driver & Spence 1994; Spence & Driver 1996; Spence & Driver 1997a,b; Spence et al. 2001) . These studies have generally employed speeded responses in cued-orienting experiments and have found faster orienting (reaction times) in one modality even when the cue is presented in another. Since visual cues can speed auditory-orienting and vice versa, these authors conclude that visual and auditory attentional resources are closely linked. Although it is difficult to compare their reaction-time data with our threshold data, their accuracy data permit a better comparison. Based on the error scores they report, it is clear that the losses in accuracy are often quite small when cues are cross-modal, with d 0 varying by about 0.1-0.5 at most (our d 0 calculations based on their reported errors). Therefore, the inter-modal cost is nearly an order of magnitude less than the intra-modal cost we report here. Although we too found some suggestion of an inter-modal cost, it was small and reached statistical significance in only one condition (auditory thresholds measured with visual secondary task). However, although statistically significant, the decrement in discriminability relative to baseline caused by the cross-modal distractor task was only about 20%, compared with 420% for the intra-modal distractor task. So, while we cannot totally exclude the existence of cross-modal attentional links, these effects must be considered to be very much secondary compared with the magnitude of intramodal attentional effects.
Although our conclusions may seem at odds with those of Spence and Driver indicating supramodal attentional processes, they sit well with many other studies, both from the older psychological and human factors literature (Brown & Hopkins 1967; Allport et al. 1972; Swets & Kristofferson 1970; Triesman & Davies 1973; Shiffrin & Grantham 1974; Egeth & Sager 1977; Wickens 1980) , and more recent studies using psychophysical and behavioural paradigms quite different from ours (Bonnel & Hafter 1998; Ferlazzo et al. 2002; Larsen et al. 2003) .
One important factor that may account for cross-modal attentional load affects performance could be whether the subjects' responses are speeded (as in the reaction time studies of Spence and Driver) or not (as in our threshold studies). It is conceivable that while cross-modal attentional load does not change perceptual sensitivity, it could speed (or retard) sensory processing ( Jolicoeur & Dell'Acqua 1999; Ruthruff & Pashler 2001; Prinzmetal et al. 2005) . Several recent studies are consistent with ours in suggesting that cross-modal divided attention does not affect unspeeded thresholds. For example, Larsen et al. (2003) showed that subjects could report two letters (one visual the other auditory) with the same level of performance as a single letter in either modality alone. Bonnel & Hafter (1998) found that detecting brief visual and auditory pulses (in luminance and intensity, respectively) could be done concurrently just as well as when done separately, a result consistent with independent auditory and visual resources. However, when Bonnel and Hafter changed their task from simple detection to increment or decrement discrimination, they showed a clear cost of dividing attention across modalities (even though the task was unspeeded).
It should also be pointed out that not all speededresponse studies support a single-supramodal attentional system. For example, Ferlazzo et al. (2002) measured reaction times in a lateralized spatial cueing paradigm when retinal and head-centred vertical meridians were not aligned (e.g. by fixating a point in the left head-centred hemifield). They found distinct cueing effects (RT differences between valid and invalid trials) existed for stimuli presented around the visual meridian and for stimuli presented around the head-centred meridian. Separable meridian effects suggest two spatial maps and therefore, separate visual and auditory attentional resources operate in this endogenous orienting paradigm.
A recent proposal by Prinzmetal et al. (2005) provides a helpful framework for understanding these findings. They suggest that speeded response affects the decision of which channel should be attended, but does not influence processing within that channel. This agrees with the studies showing an improvement in reaction times but not in thresholds. Unspeeded responding allows voluntary allocation of resources to the stimulus within a particular channel, facilitating perceptual enhancement of the stimulus, improving accuracy and thresholds. Indeed, virtually identical experimental conditions can yield accuracy improvements or RT improvements depending on whether the task is speeded or unspeeded (Santee & Egeth 1982; Prinzmetal et al. 2005) . Importantly, this proposal posits that the time-limited decision to select a channel output in speeded responding is a late process central with respect to within-channel sensory processes.
Recent evidence suggests that attention is not a unitary phenomenon, but acts at various cortical levels, including early levels of sensory processing and the primary cortical areas of V1 and A1 (Kanwisher & Wojciulik 2000) . Attentional modulation of primary cortices is particularly relevant to our study, since the contrast and pitch discrimination tasks used in our experiment are probably mediated by primary cortical areas (Recanzone et al. 1993; Boynton et al. 1999; Zenger-Landolt & Heeger 2003) . Moreover, there is now good evidence that attention acts as a signal-enhancement process in early cortical processing (Treue & Maunsell 1996; McAdams & Maunsell 1999; Seidemann & Newsome 1999) , consistent with Prinzmetal et al.'s 'channel-enhancement' proposal. Our results are, therefore, quite consistent with the notion that each primary cortical area is modulated by its own attentional resources, with very little interaction across modalities.
We do not exclude the possibility that attentional processes could occur at higher levels after visual and auditory information is combined, even in unspeeded trials. Indeed, depending on the nature of the task demands, the most sensible strategy might well be employed to a supramodal attentional resource for a given task. An example would be the task of speech Separate visual and auditory resources D. Alais and others 1343 comprehension in a noisy auditory environment. In this case, there are spatially co-located visual and auditory speech signals and so that it would be sensible to attend to both via a supramodal system of spatial attention system. This would allow visual input from lip and mouth movements to complement auditory speech signals to improve comprehension. More generally, given the wide variety of tasks that human observers are required to complete when monitoring or interacting with the environment, and the evidence for a distributed cortical network of attention, it would be highly efficient to deploy attentional resources at various levels in accordance with task requirements.
In our cross-modal conditions, observers knew that they had to make a visual and an auditory discrimination response and knew where they would occur. In these circumstances, optimal performance for visual and auditory thresholds would be achieved by deploying attention at the level of the primary cortices, the areas that probably mediate discrimination of contrast and pitch, and by focusing it on the spatial locations to be stimulated. However, in situations where the behavioural response needs to be based on information that may arrive through different sensory modalities at the same spatial location, as in the spatially lateralized paradigm typically employed by Spence and Driver where the modality was not known or was indicated by a cue that was only partially valid (e.g. Spence & Driver 1996) , it would be the supramodal resources from the higher levels of a distributed attentional system that would be best suited to the experimental task. Thus, differences between the studies could reflect differences in tasks, but both point to attention increasing task efficiency.
The current results have potential practical implications, suggesting that complex datasets can be displayed more efficiently if presented in more than one modality. This approach has been explored in human factors research in the last decade or so (in applications such as aircraft cockpit design) based on audiovisual studies from the 1970s. Our data, based on robust threshold estimates, provide further reinforcement for this approach in showing that human observers can effectively multi-task without loss of performance, provided that the tasks occur in separate sensory modalities. Multi-modal presentation of information is also relevant for new technological applications such as multi-modal immersive and virtual reality environments where data is presented in non-visual modalities, including audition and touch. Our data also support new research applications in the area of data 'sonification'. This refers to the process of representing data as sound, rather than in typical visual displays, and is being developed for contexts where large quantities of information need to be monitored simultaneously (e.g. complex medical procedures). Our results confirm the viability of data sonification as a means of freeing up visual resources in that auditory and visual information can be monitored independently.
